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Focus on Phonics
Word Builders Activity Cards

CVC Builders Activity Cards

Set of 40 picture cards for building more complex words with Word Builders
Tri-Blocks (sold separately). The colour-coded dots and lines on the cards
help children identify individual letter sounds and combined letter sounds
within words. Cards are self-checking with answers on back. There are 5
levels of difficulty indicated by the colour border on the card. Ages 6-7 years

Set of 48 CVC picture cards for building CVC words with CVC Tri-Blocks
(sold separately). The phoneme colour-coded dots on the cards help
children sound out and identify individual sounds in three letter words.
Cards are self-checking with answers on back. There are 3 levels of
difficulty indicated by the colour border on the card. Ages 5-6 years

JNL179

JNL178

Set of 40

$26.95

Set of 48

$26.95

Word Builders Tri-Blocks Tub
Build more words with Tri-Blocks! Tri-blocks slide together
to make words - make new words by
turning the beginning, middle or
end blocks to choose new letters
or new letter combinations.
Includes consonants and vowel
sounds as well as consonant
and vowel digraphs and blends.
Tub contains 90 Tri-Blocks
and teacher’s guide.
Unique connector
block included
for building multisyllabic words.
Also for use with
Word Builders
Activity Cards (sold
separately).
Ages 6-8 years
JNL175
Tub of 90
$54.95

CVC Tri-Blocks Tub

FREE freight
on all orders over $99
Conditions apply, see website for details.
Valid until 31st December 2018.
Promotional value excludes GST.
Offer excludes export & new projects.

Build CVC words with Tri-Blocks! Tri-blocks slide together to make words –
make new words by turning the middle block to choose a new vowel sound
or by turning the beginning or end block to choose a new consonant. Triblocks are colour-coded: beginning consonants are dark blue, short vowels
are red and final consonants are light blue. Tub contains 90 x Tri-Blocks.
Also for use with CVC Builders Activity Cards (sold separately). Ages 5-8
years
JNL176
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Develops skills in letter sounds, blending
and decoding, and word building
Word Building Activity
+ The Cat in the Hat

The ready-to-use centre includes a hands-on
activity that pairs perfectly with The Cat in the
Hat—or any children’s book that emphasizes
word building. Spell CVC Words- with the
help of pictures. The 3-piece puzzles feature
pictures on the top and printed CVC words on
the bottom. As children piece together each
colourful picture, they’ll learn how to spell 20
diﬀerent words. Ages 3+ years
LSLC551
LSLC551K

Activity Centre
Activity Centre + Book

$59.95
$65.00

Develops skills in recognizing
and identifying rhyming words
Rhyming Activity + Fox in Socks
The rhyming fun doesn’t stop when the story is
over! The ready-to-use centre includes a handson activity that pairs perfectly with this book—or
any children’s book that emphasizes phonemic
awareness and rhyming. After enjoying the
story, children search for rhyming pairs of socks
to match up on the game board! The centre
includes a game board, laundry basket and 20
foam socks. Ages 3+ years
LSLC552
Activity Centre
LSLC552K Activity Centre + Book

$59.95
$64.00

Phonics Pebbles – Phoneme Set
An exciting new word building game that teaches phonemic awareness,
letter patterns and positioning. The player who makes the most words wins!
The unique tile shape helps children find beginning, middle and final sounds
making the game self correcting. Covers letter sound patterns, consonants,
vowels, digraphs, and blends. Contains: 4 Spelligators, 73 letter tiles, game
guide and word list. Age 5+ years

This set supports early phonics teaching. Included in the set are helpful
teacher’s notes with great game ideas for phoneme recognition and blending
and segmenting. There are also suggestions for outdoor activities and for
using the pebbles alongside reading to help introduce the focus phoneme.
These tactile pebbles can be used in sand, water and small-world play. They
are durable and weatherproof, so are ideal for use outdoors. Cast from a
unique resin and stone mix, each pebble is engraved with a grapheme and
measure 3–4.5cm. Comes in a handy storage jar. Ages 3+ years

JNL100

YD1012

Spelligator

$54.95

What’s the Rhyme? Sorting Houses

Set of 64

$99.95

Master rhyming sounds as kids
match word tiles to these adorable
houses…and drop them in!

Each sturdy chip board house has a word printed on the front, with a cute
picture clue that helps children identify the rhyming sound. Children just
find the illustrated tiles that match the rhyme on each house then slip them
through the window to sort them into their “homes”. When children are
done, they can open the magnetic roof to take out the tiles – and check
their answers against the word family printed on the back! Set includes 10
(11cm) houses and 50 chip board sorting tiles. Ages 5+ years
LS157

60 pieces

$99.95

FREE freight on all orders over $99. Conditions apply, see website for details.
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6

bolts

30

nuts

Word for Word® Phonics Game
Hurry to build words using all sides of the Reading Rods® within the
2-minute time limit. Customize the game for diﬀerent levels or to practice
specific foundational skills. Includes 112 colour-coded Rods, instructions,
and supplies. 31 Blue Consonants, 21 Red Vowels, 18 Yellow Word Families,
29 Yellow Two-Letter and Three-Letter Words and Three-Letter Word
Endings, 9 Green Beginning and Ending Blends, a Two-Minute Timer, score
pad and pencils. For 2-4 players. Grades 2+. Ages 7+ years

Nuts & Bolts Word Construction

LER7180

LER5044

$49.95

A nuts and bolts approach to building words! Start with consonant, vowel,
consonant and make a word. Then, turn any piece to make a new word. Add
additional pieces to make longer words, including silent ‘e’. Set includes 6
bolts, 30 nuts and an activity guide. Bolts measure 12.5cmL, nuts measure
5cm.
$37.95

See & Spell

Magnetic Spell-A-Word
A fun interactive spelling game where children use the magnetic pen to
drag the letters to the correct position on the board to spell the word on the
card. The board measures 33.5(L) x 35.5(W) x 1.9cm(H). Ages 3+ years

Complete the puzzle to spell the word! This wooden puzzle set helps
children develop basic word building skills, by constructing three and four
letter words. Set contains 8 double-sided boards and over 50 wooden
letters, all stored in a wooden storage case. Ages 3+ years

GD401

MND2940

$79.95

$45.95

Rhyming Words Bingo!
– Beat The Frog

Read, say and listen. If the cards are from the same rhyming family… Snap!
Listening and rhyming skills can be improved as the children play Snap,
Memory or Fish. Also ideal for a quiet matching activity. Contains 160
durable cards in a sturdy box.

This bingo game is played by three players who take turns to turn over the
cards and match what’s on the card to what’s on their board. If the card
features a piece of the frog, the card must be placed on the frog game
board. The aim of the game is for the children to complete their game
boards before the picture of the frog is complete on the frog game board.
The game includes four durable wipe clean mats, measuring 25cm x 33.5cm
and 81 durable playing cards. Beat the Frog focuses on 104 words from the
following families – ap, at, ell, en, ing, ip, ock, og, op, ug.

LF504

LF503

Rhyming
Words Snap
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Student Word Building Boards
These student word building boards are perfect for students to practise CVC
words, digraphs, final e words & more. Each set of ﬂips on the board has all
26 letters of the alphabet so you can build words up to 6 letters long. The ﬂips
are colour-coded to help students diﬀerentiate between consonants & vowels.
Each board is approx 23(L) x 5.6(H) cm. Set of 10 boards.
LS488

Set of 10

$115.95

11

modules

Phonics Modular
Flip Charts
Unique snap-together ﬂip charts are an
engaging, hands-on way to teach and reinforce
basic phonics skills. Comprehensive set
includes 11 modules that can be snapped
together in multiple configurations to build
key skills. Three modules with consonants,
two with vowels, one with vowel pairs, one
with beginning blends (br, gl, sn, etc), one with
ending blends (ck, nd, st, etc), two sets with
digraphs, and one set with r-controlled vowels
(ar, er, ir, or, ur). Combine in any number of ways
for a variety of word, spelling, and phonics
activities. 15cm(H). Ages 6+ years
EN3245

11 modules

Rimes

$134.95

Preﬁxes & Sufﬁxes

Vowel
Combinations
Letters
Blends &
Digraphs

Magnetic Phonics Kit
From blends, digraphs and rimes to prefixes and suffixes this Magnetic
Phonics Kit is packed with tiles, each colour-coded according to the sound
it represents, making word-building a breeze. A to Z tiles in upper and
lowercase are also included, as well as a 30cm square magnetic board.
Magnetic board included. Ages 3+ years
LS363

$76.95

Magnetic
board
included

FREE freight on all orders over $99. Conditions apply, see website for details.
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Includes
• 38 word
mats
• 96 letters

Building Words Phonics Centre

Phonics Flip Books
Our easy-to-use ﬂip books each focus on a specific spelling pattern,
including long and short vowel sounds, blends and digraphs, vowel
combinations and two-syllable words. Students just ﬂip the pages to create
6 to 8 simple words that share the same sound and build reading and
decoding skills as they go. 34 ﬂip books come in a storage box with tabbed
dividers. Each book measures 6.9(H) x 15.6cm(L).

Children get plenty of hands-on practice building words as they learn to
identify word patterns, recognise letter-sound relationships, and increase
their vocabulary. Set covers 6 word building categories: beginning sounds,
blends and digraphs, ending sounds, word families, vowel sounds, and
double vowels. Includes 38 double-sided word mats, 96 extra thick crepe
rubber lowercase letters, and a kit box with drawers for organised storage
and easy access. Activity guide included. Ages 4+ years

LS302B

LR2375

Box of 34

$180.95

$99.95

Four Letter Word Builders
Challenge students to form word after
word with fun-to-use word builders
they can explore on their own.
Children just turn the permanently
attached beads to sound out words
letter by letter – from simple CVC
words to four-letter words that
include blends, digraphs and more.
Each word builder is approximately
15cm long. Ages 4+ years
LS314FS

Set of 10

Word Family Picture Wheels
Children explore word families and discover lots of new words with every
spin. These fun-to-use wheels each feature 4 to 5 words that belong to the
same word family, all with helpful picture clues to make decoding a breeze.
Children just spin to create each new word then use the picture clue below
to help them read it. Included is a set of 37 diﬀerent wheels, each measuring
16.5cm. Ages 4+ years

$102.95

LS367WF

Lakeshore Word Building Blocks
These chunky letter blocks make word building a breeze. Students snap the
plastic letters onto the bases to build their own words. 78 blocks (20 vowels
and 58 consonants), plus 4 bases supplied in a tub. Blocks are approx. 3cm.
Ages 4+ years
LS417B

6

78 blocks + 4 bases
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$95.95

37 wheels

$120.95

Word Building Dominoes
Children can make hundreds of words with this pack. It includes over 200
colour-coded dominoes with root words, prefixes and suffixes, supplied in a
handy storage jar. Ages 6+ years
EN2944

Freefax 1800 151 492

Jar of 200

$59.95

Prices exclude GST

5/12/17 6:33 pm

Phonix cubes can be joined together and broken apart with ease making them ideal for
demonstrating concepts such as blending and segmenting. They are colour-coded to
help identify vowels, phonemes, initial or ﬁnal blends and digraphs. Ideal for small group
work, the cubes lend themselves to a wide range of games and activities, ideas for which
are offered in the teacher’s notes.

“Recognise sound –
letter matches including
common vowel and
consonant digraphs and
consonant blends”

Focus on Phonics

Phonix

Year 1 Sound and letter
knowledge, Language English
– Australian Curriculum

Phonix Set CVC
This set of 90 red vowel cubes and 180
blue consonant cubes are supplied in a tub.
Ages 5+ years
PR700-10

270 cubes

$93.95

Phonix CVC Group Work Set
A starter set to encourage letter identification
and early word-building skills. The cubes have
been selected according to letter frequency,
thereby allowing children to build a very large
number of CVC words. Each cube features a
lowercase letter and its uppercase equivalent
on the opposite side. A set of pictorial
workcards for word building is included in the
set. Workcards are also provided to help focus
on alphabetical sequencing. The set contains
90 Phonix cubes (30 red vowels and 60 blue
consonants), 24 word-building cards, 24
alphabet cards and teacher’s notes all supplied
in a plastic box. Ages 5+ years
PR700-1

90 cubes + 48 cards

$60.95

840
cubes

Phonix Cubes Set
The cubes in this set include vowel phonemes and consonantal blends to
complement the short vowels and consonants of the CVC set. Lowercase
letters only are used on these cubes and the same letters are repeated on
opposing sides. The set contains 300 cubes consisting of 60 red vowels,
60 pink vowel phonemes, 60 blue consonants, 60 yellow initial blends
and 60 green ﬁnal blends all supplied in a plastic bag. Ages 5+ years

Phonix Class Bumper Box

PR700-3

PR700-8

300 cubes

$99.95

Includes 300 consonants, 180 vowels, 120 initial blends, 120 vowel
phonemes, 120 ﬁnal blends. Supplied in a plastic bag. Ages 5+ years

FREE freight on all orders over $99. Conditions apply, see website for details.
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Letters and Sounds Practice Books
Help develop and reinforce children’s phonemic awareness with these 64-page Letters and
Sounds Practice Books. Packed with fun and engaging activities, these books begin by building
confidence in simple letter formation and recognition, before gradually introducing the more
challenging phonics rules and patterns that underpin the 44 sounds in English. Each book is
available in a choice of fonts. Practice Books measure 230(W) x 330mm(H). Please visit our website
for information on the sounds covered in each book.

Letters & Sounds Practice Book A
TEB7010
TEB7010K
TEB7020
TEB7020K
TEB7024
TEB7024K

NSW Font - Each
NSW Font - Pack of 20
VIC Font - Each
VIC Font - Pack of 20
QLD Font - Each
QLD Font - Pack of 20

8

NSW Font - Each
NSW Font - Pack of 20
VIC Font - Each
VIC Font - Pack of 20
QLD Font - Each
QLD Font - Pack of 20
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$199.00
$
95

149

SAVE $49.05

Letters & Sounds Practice Book B
$9.95
$149.95
$9.95
$149.95
$9.95
$149.95

Letters & Sounds Practice Book C
TEB7012
TEB7012K
TEB7022
TEB7022K
TEB7026
TEB7026K

EACH PACK OF 20

TEB7011
TEB7011K
TEB7021
TEB7021K
TEB7025
TEB7025K

NSW Font - Each
NSW Font - Pack of 20
VIC Font - Each
VIC Font - Pack of 20
QLD Font - Each
QLD Font - Pack of 20

$9.95
$149.95
$9.95
$149.95
$9.95
$149.95

Letters & Sounds Practice Book D
$9.95
$149.95
$9.95
$149.95
$9.95
$149.95

TEB7013
TEB7013K
TEB7023
TEB7023K
TEB7027
TEB7027K

Freefax 1800 151 492

NSW Font - Each
NSW Font - Pack of 20
VIC Font - Each
VIC Font - Pack of 20
QLD Font - Each
QLD Font - Pack of 20

$9.95
$149.95
$9.95
$149.95
$9.95
$149.95

Prices exclude GST
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Year 1 Phonics Practice Flashcards

Year 1 Phonics Flashcards – Extension Pack

This pack of Phonics Practice Flashcards is designed to support teachers
in preparing Year 1 students for end of year phonics screening, based on
existing assessment models. Includes 40 ﬂashcards, featuring a mixture
of real and nonsense words, encouraging children to apply phonics rules
and patterns to decode both familiar and made-up words. Includes user
guide with suggestions for further activities to build on learning. Flashcards
measure 18(L) x 6cm(H). Supplied in plastic wallet.

This extension pack of Phonics Practice Flashcards is designed to support
teachers in preparing Year 1 students for end of year phonics screening,
based on existing assessment models. Includes 40 ﬂashcards, featuring a
mixture of real and nonsense words, encouraging children to apply phonics
rules and patterns to decode both familiar and made-up words. Includes
user guide with suggestions for further activities to build on learning.
Flashcards measure 18(L) x 6cm(H). Supplied in plastic wallet.

TEB7006

TEB7018

Pack of 40

$8.95

Fill-In Phonics Stamps Set 1
Give children the hands-on practice they need to really master phonics
sounds. These skill-building stamps each feature a picture and a
corresponding word with the beginning, middle or ending letter missing.
Children stamp out each image then fill in the missing letter to complete the
word. Set includes 74 foam stamps, each with a picture on the handle for
easy identification. Stamps measure 4.5(L) x 3cm(H). Ages 5+ years
LS299PS

Box of 74

$109.95

Pack of 40

$8.95

Fill-In Phonics Stamps Set 2
Students explore blends, digraphs and higher-level vowel sounds as
they stamp and write over 70 words! Our dense foam stamps each have
an illustrated word with one or more missing letters. Students just stamp
then fill in the missing sound to complete each word. 74 stamps measuring
approx. 3.1(H) x 4.4cm(L), supplied in a divided storage box.
LS294

Box of 74

$109.95

CVC Word Work Centre

Children combine beginning, middle and ending sounds to build words
one sound at a time. Perfect for hands-on phonics practice. 110 sturdy foam
magnets are colour-coded for easy word building and are supplied in a
divided storage box. Letters are approximately 3.75cm(H). Ages 3+ years

Everything children need for hands-on word building practice at just the right
level. This centre is filled with 120 chunky foam letters, plus 40 doublesided activity cards with a familiar picture and its corresponding CVC word
on the front and only the picture on the back. Beginners build each word by
matching letter to letter while advanced students can ﬂip the cards over to
spell each word on their own. The 28cm chip board centre has colour-coded
materials within each drawer for easy organisation. Ages 5+ years

LS136

LS691WC

Magnetic Word Builders

Pack of 110

$76.95

FREE freight on all orders over $99. Conditions apply, see website for details.
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Phonics & Word Building Kit
This Phonics and Word Building Kit includes 14 separate literacy sets
including dominoes, games, stamp sets, posters, ﬂip charts, building bricks
and more. These sets help children identify letters of the alphabet, learn
about letter-sound relationships and combine clusters of letters to build
words – all of which are basic skills that children need to master in the first
few years of school. For further information on each of the sets included
in this kit, see the individual product codes listed online under the code:
PHONKIT. Contents may vary.
PHONKIT

$805.30

71995

$

SAVE $85.35

$719.95

Phonemic Awareness
Folder Games
As children play these exciting
folder games, they get hands-on,
independent practice with beginning
sounds, rhyming sounds, syllable
counting and more! Our library
features 10 self-checking folder
games covering 6 essential language
skills. Kids select a game and the
corresponding pouch of game pieces…
then just follow the picture instructions
for tons of skill-building fun. Plus, all
the pieces come precut and sorted—
so there’s no prep work required!
Comes in a sturdy storage box.
LSFF196

10

$79.95
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Beginning Sounds
Match-Ups
These fun-to-complete
match-ups feature colourful
pictures of familiar, everyday
objects, plus simple, selfchecking pieces that are
a breeze to fi t together.
Kids just pair up 2 colour-coded pieces and get hands-on practice with
beginning sounds! Each match-up measures 20(L) x 8cm(H).
LS091

40 pieces

$49.95

Initial Consonants Bingo Game
Children can practise with 21 consonants and 42 photos. The game has a
format that can be played in 5 ways to keep learning fun for all skill levels.
Includes 36 diﬀerent playing cards, over 200 chips, caller's mat and cards
and a sturdy storage box. Ages 4+ years
T06065

$26.95

Sound & Match Game Kit
LFKIT1

Kit of 4

$79.95

This kit includes 1 x Sound & Match Dominoes Consonant Blends (LF108), 1 x Sound, Read & Snap (LF164), 1 x Consonant Snap!
Beginnings & Endings (LF182), 1 x Harder Sounds to Snap (LF185).

160

cards

1

160

4

cards

3

79

SAVE $11.85

cards

2

160

$91.80
NOW ONLY
$
95

40

dominoes

1. Double Sounds Snap
Watch the fun as children find the 8 cards for each of these 20 common
sound families or busy themselves playing Snap, Fish or Concentration. The
20 sound families focus on the following double and long vowel sounds:
ee, or, aw, ir, o, oa, ai, ea, ur, er, ar, au, ow (as in cow), ow (as in bow), oo
(as in hook), oo (as in moose), ey, a-e, i-e, o-e. 160 laminated cards in total,
supplied with instructions in a strong plastic box.
LF185

160 cards

$22.95

2. Blending Consonants Snap
Watch the fun as children find the 8 cards for each of these 20 common
sound families or busy themselves playing Snap, Fish or Concentration. 160
laminated cards in total. Sound families are ‘bl’, ‘br’, ‘ch’, ‘cl’, ‘cr’, ‘dr’, ‘ﬂ’, ‘fr’,
‘gl’, ‘gr’, ‘pl’, ‘sc’, ‘sh’, ‘sk’, ‘sl’, ‘sn’, ‘st’, ‘sw’, ‘tr’, ‘wh’. Supplied with instructions
in a strong plastic box.
LF164

160 cards

$22.95

3. Consonant Snap Beginnings and Endings

4. Blending Consonant Dominoes

The first set of 80 cards in this pack are based on the initial consonant
sounds b, c, d, f, g, h, j, k l, m, n, p, q, r, s, t, v, w, y, z. The second set of 80
cards are based on the final consonant sounds b, d, k, m, t, f, g, l, n, p, s, x.
160 laminated cards in total, supplied in a sturdy plastic container.

Forty wipe clean desk dominoes measuring 9.5(L) x 4cm(H), supplied in a
sturdy plastic storage box. There are 20 consonant blends featured in this
set of dominoes: bl, br, cl, cr, dr, ﬂ, fr, gl, gr, pl, pr, sc, sk, sl, sn, sp, st, sw, tr
and tw.

LF182

LF108

160 cards

$22.95

FREE freight on all orders over $99. Conditions apply, see website for details.
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$22.95
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Literacy Bingo Pack of 4
LFKIT6

Pack of 4

$86.95

These bingo games are played by three players who take turns to turn over the cards and match what’s on the card to what’s on
their board. If the card features a piece of the animal picture (Bear, Tiger, Elephant or Frog), the card must be placed on the animal
board. The aim of the game is for the children to complete their game boards before the picture of the animal is complete on the
animal game board. Each Bingo game includes four durable wipe clean mats, measuring 25cm x 33.5cm and 81 durable playing
cards. The Literacy Bingo Pack of 4 (LFKIT6) includes 4 Bingo Games: Beat the Bear, Beat the Elephant, Beat the Tiger & Beat the
Frog. Beat the Bear focuses on initial consonants b, c, d, h, l, m, p, r, s, t, Beat the Elephant focuses on initial consonant blends br,
cr, cl, dr, gr, sk, sl, sp, st, tr, Beat the Tiger focuses on common double sounds:- ai, ar, a-e, ea, ee, i-e, ir, oo, ow, ur and Beat the
Frog focuses on 104 words from the following families ap, at, ell, en, ing, ip, ock, og, op, ug.

2

3

$95.80
NOW ONLY
$
95

86

SAVE $8.85

4

1

1. Blending Consonants
Bingo! – Beat The Elephant

2. Initial Consonants
Bingo! – Beat the Bear

3. Double Sounds Bingo!
– Beat The Tiger

4. Rhyming Words Bingo!
– Beat The Frog

LF501		$23.95

LF500 		

LF502		$23.95

LF503		$23.95

$23.95

Pop & Match Phonics Games
LS74KE

Set of 3 Games

$301.95

Give students tons of phonics practice with this irresistible Pop & Match game. Children simply grab a set of write and wipe game
cards and a colour-coded popper and then take turns popping the letter cube inside, using the letters to complete the words on their
game cards. Each box includes 24 game cards and 4 poppers.

$329.85
NOW ONLY
$
95

301

SAVE $27.90
1
3

2

Each box contains
• 24 cards
• 4 poppers

1. Beginning Sounds
LS746S

12

24 cards + 4 poppers

Web teaching.com.au
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2. Middle Sounds
$109.95

LS747S

Freecall 1800 251 497

24 cards + 4 poppers

3. End Sounds
$109.95

Freefax 1800 151 492 

LS748S

24 cards + 4 poppers

$109.95

Prices exclude GST
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Quercetti – Magnetic
Lowercase Letters
This pack of 288 magnetic lowercase
letters contains varying quantities of
each letter of the alphabet with more
commonly used letters featuring most
frequently. The letters measure 2.5
to 3.8cm(H) and come in 5 colours.
Supplied in a bag. Ages 3+ years
QT5452

Pack of 288

$69.95

Magnetic Ridged
Lowercase Letters
These sturdy plastic magnetic
letters have a ridge on them to allow
children to trace their finger over
the letter shape which helps with
letter formation as children learn to
write. See TEB700K on page 159 for
more detail. Ages 3+ years
TEB7001 Pack of 480

$99.95

Tub of Magnetic Upper & Lowercase Letters
These chunky, easy-grip letters stick right onto any magnetic surface so
it couldn’t be easier to explore the alphabet. Use this set to help improve
letter recognition and word building. 192 magnets in a handy tub; 2.2 x
2.8cm each. Ages 3+ years
LS793

Tub of 192

$109.95

Magnetic Ridged Uppercase Letters
The letters have been designed to include a high quality magnet that sticks
securely to magnetic whiteboards. See TEB700K on page 159 for more detail.
Ages 3+ years
TEB7002

FREE freight on all orders over $99. Conditions apply, see website for details.
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Pack of 240

$59.95
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Focus on Phonics

Word Activities Pack
LFKIT4

Pack of 3

$69.95

The Word Activities Pack contains Read and Match Dominoes, Sight Words Flashcards and Easy Words to Sound Bingo.

1

$79.85
NOW ONLY
$
95

69

SAVE $9.90

2

3

1. Sight Word Flashcards
This pack of quality ﬂashcards, laminated and
printed on both sides, is an essential resource for
every classroom with beginner readers! You will
be able to introduce the most commonly used
high frequency words to assist with early sentence
formation, following directions, classification,
rhyming and comprehension. Includes 94
illustrated picture and word cards, with the word
repeated on the back and 50 double-sided word
only cards, which have been graded and coded
according to difficulty. Each ﬂashcard measures
13.5(L) x 9.5cm(H) and is printed on card.
LF148

196 cards

$22.95

3. Read and Match Dominoes

2. Easy Words to Sound Bingo
The double-sided master and bingo cards in this
game introduce a checking system for children
to ensure that words are correctly read. Set
contains: 9 baseboards, 40 double-sided master
cards, 81 double-sided bingo cards. Made from
heavy duty laminated card. Packed in a plastic
box with instructions.

These dominoes are self-correcting which
allows the game to be played without adult
supervision. They are designed for young
readers who can recognise common sight words
and read words as they sound and blend single
sounds. These wipe clean dominoes are 9.5(L)
x 4cm(H). Supplied with instructions in a strong
plastic storage box.

LF187

LF135

130 cards

$33.95

Box of 40

$22.95

A3

Can You…? Literacy Mats
These reusable, wipe-clean A3 word mats are perfect for practising early reading, writing and spelling
skills and for building vocabulary. Children can use dough and other materials to make the target word,
build it using plastic letters, then write the word to practise early handwriting skills. Mats measure 297(H) x
420mm(L). Each pack includes 12 mats and a user guide with suggestions for further activities to build on
learning. Supplied in plastic case with handle. Accessories not included.
TEB7007
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Pack of 12 (A3)

Freecall 1800 251 497

$39.95

Freefax 1800 151 492

Prices exclude GST
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LFKIT2

Kit of 3

$34.95

The kit includes 1 x Sounds Alike Cards (LF223), 1 x Blends and Ends Are Fun Poster (LF271) and 1 x Sounds Are Fun Poster (LF270).

1

23cm

$43.85
NOW ONLY
$
95

34

SAVE $8.90

Focus on Phonics

Sounds Are Fun Display Kit

50cm

50cm

74cm

2

1. Sounds Alike!
A total of 34 letter groups are shown on the 11 sturdy laminated cards, each
measuring 23(W) x 50cm(H). The following sounds are included: f/ph ou/ow
oy/oi l/le/ll ee/ea/ey er/ir/ur ai/a-e/ay ie/i-e /igh/y oa/o-e/ow/oe or/au/aw/al
oo/ue/ew/u-e. Ages 5+ years
LF223

11 cards

$23.95

2. Sounds Are Fun Posters
These laminated posters measure 50(W) x 74cm(H). Back of posters feature
suggested activities. Ages 4+ years
LF270
LF271

Double Sounds Are Fun Poster
Blends and Ends Poster

FREE freight on all orders over $99. Conditions apply, see website for details.
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$9.95
$9.95
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Focus on Phonics
Resources
2018
PRICED FROM

7

$ 50

per book

Letters and Sounds Practice Books
These new 64-page Letters and Sounds Practice Books are a fun way for students to
practise their skills. These books begin by building confidence in simple letter formation and
recognition, before gradually introducing more challenging phonics rules and patterns..

See page 8 for more details
MTAPHO18

FREE freight on all orders over $99.
Conditions apply, see website for details.
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